CAUTION: Residential playground equipment may have limited weight capacity. Before installing your Super Spinner, verify that the supporting structure can hold your intended weight.

WARNING: Adult assembly and installation required. Failure to follow these instructions may create a strangulation hazard.

Set up
- Super Spinner comes with spring clips (carabiners), C-c (diagram shown), and fully adjustable rope to change the height of the Super Spinner.
- Use the 3-hole rope adjuster to adjust height, and to level the Super Spinner. Set it at 3’ or more above ground. To use the rope adjusters, feed the rope through the holes and pull tight on the other side.

How to install your Super Spinner from a swing set
- Remove old swing, if applicable, including any old spring clips (carabiners).
- Attach the Super Spinner carabiners (C) to your swing set hook hooks (A, for example, in diagram shown) where the hook (A) will pivot.
- Your swing set may have a different type of hook. If that is the case, we recommend adding these hooks (A) with bushing.

CAUTION: Neither the carabiners (C) nor the swing rope should be hung on a stationary hook (without nylon bushing). The metal carabiner or rope will rub against the metal hook and result in premature wear.

How to install your Super Spinner from a tree
- Remove tree swing, if applicable, including any old spring clips (carabiners).
- Attach the Super Spinner carabiners (C) to your swing set hook hooks (A, for example, in diagram shown) where the hook (A) will pivot.
- Your swing set may have a different type of hook. If that is the case, we recommend adding these hooks (A) with bushing.

CAUTION: Neither the carabiners (C) nor the swing rope should be hung on a stationary hook (without nylon bushing). The metal carabiner or rope will rub against the metal hook and result in premature wear.

Maintenance
- Children should keep hands free of objects, inside of swing, and feet onto the ropes.
- Do not get in swing while it is in motion.
- Do not spin, flip, or spin.
- Do not ride chairs, don’t get behind or between the moving swing and other moving parts.
- Do not swing barefoot. Not for climbing.
- Always wear short-sleeved clothes and keep on loose-fitting clothing while using a piece of inappropriate structural hardware on swings. No ties, bows, or clips.
- Always use with the right height of the seat.
- Do not use the swing in a manner other than intended.
- Do not allow children to climb or use equipment when product is not properly secured.
- Add caution to add items to the product that are not specifically designed for use with the product such as, but not limited to, qraps, bows, ribbons, bows, ribbons, and braid or any materials that may cause strangulation hazard.

Note: Tree Hanging Kit not included. Visit superspinner.com to purchase separately. Various sizes are available.

Warranty:
- Warranty Swing with more people or adults?
- Visit superspinner.com to page to share the fun!
- Super Spinner is a registered trademark of Quality Innovative Products, LLC. Used under license.
- U.S. PATENT - SEE WWW.SUPERSPINNER.COM/PAPENTS
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